In this paper we propose a graphical query language to analyse simulation runs which are stored in databases with a temporal dimension. A simulation run is a sequence of system states produced by discrete simulation. It may become very large such that manual analysis based on database browsing is not feasible anymore. Hence simulation databases require a specific query language to analyse the simulation data. Queries may be related to single states (e.g. Is there a state where condition c1 holds?) or to state sequences (e.g. Is there a state sequence, where first c1 holds, then c2 and finally c3?). An existing Petri net simulation environment has been extended to support the described concepts.
Introduction
The goal of simulation is to investigate the behaviour of a system which already exists or is to be developed. Simulating system behaviour means to perform operations in a simulation model of the system and to generate state sequences, so-called simulation runs. A discrete simulation model contains information about the initial system state, the preconditions for every operation to occur and the state changes related to the operation´s occurrences. Operations to occur may be selected interactively or automatically. For simulation models with only few relevant changing parameters it is possible to represent the simulation data graphically, e.g. the temperature and pressure values in the simulation of a technical process. However, simulation runs may become extremely large, such that graphical representation or manual analysis, e.g. browsing, is not feasible any more. A database containing simulation data -in the sequel simulation database -can be regarded as a special kind of temporal database. A simulation database contains a sequence of database states, each of them being identified by a time stamp. A tuple (or an object) in the database belongs at least to one single database state. While SQL can be used to ask queries concerning single simulation states (e.g. Is there a state where the temperature and the pressure exceed certain values?) it is rather cumbersome to formulate queries concerning sequences of simulation states (e.g. is there a state sequence, where the temperature exceeds a certain value in five successive states?). For temporal databases queries concerning temporal aspects have been extensively discussed. Several textual query languages have been proposed (e.g. TQuel, TSQL or TOSQL [5, 8, 13] ) as extensions to well-known database languages. However, even in these languages some types of queries are very difficult to formulate for users without experience in the temporal database area. One possibility for a more comfortable access to (temporal) databases is to provide a graphical query language for those users. Some general reasons for the growing interest in graphical query languages are mentioned in [1] : • Queries can be expressed naturally by pointing to objects.
•
The user is released from implementation details.
• Graphical query languages can also be used by non-technical users.
• A novice user usually does not need to learn the whole range of language constructs to express simple queries.
For non-temporal databases several graphical query languages have been proposed (see Section 2) . The graphical representations of semantic data models, for example, are annotated by certain expressions to formulate queries. For temporal databases the problem of providing graphical query interfaces has not yet been considered, but in [2] the need for the design of a graphical query language has been mentioned.
In this paper a novel graphical query language for simulation databases is introduced. Queries may be related to single system states (e.g. Is there a state where condition c1 holds?) or to state sequences (e.g. Is there a state sequence, where first c1 holds, then c2 and finally c3?). The basic concepts of the proposed language are borrowed from the area of high-level Petri nets [3, 4] .
The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we will survey some related papers in the area of temporal databases and graphical query languages that influenced our approach. In Section 3 we introduce simulation databases. We show some example queries and define the syntax and semantics of the novel graphical query language in Section 4. Section 5 applies the described concepts in the area of Petri net simulation. Section 6 surveys implemention aspects and Section 7 concludes the paper with a summary and an overview about some open problems.
Related works
In the first part of this section we summarize related papers in the area of temporal databases. In the second part storage concepts for temporal databases are considered and in the third part some graphical query languages are surveyed. [5, 6] classify time concepts in temporal (relational) databases as follows: 1)
Time concepts in temporal databases

Temporal Data Models
In snapshot relations aspects of time are not considered. In databases with snapshot relations only the current database state is available. A database transaction creates a new database state and the former state is lost.
2)
Transaction-time relations (rollback relations) include the time when a database transaction occurs. Hence transaction-time relations record the history of database activities. The former and the current database states are stored in the database. Therefore a relation can be regarded as a sequence of static relations each being indexed by time. A transaction leads to a new snapshot relation that is appended to the transaction-time relation. Changes to the transaction-time relations may only be made to the recent state and there is no way to correct errors in former states.
3)
Valid-time relations (historical relations) in contrast record the history of the real world. When errors are detected former system states may be corrected. No record is kept of former errors that were corrected later. Valid-time is the time when the stored information is true reality. Hence valid-time relations represent the current knowledge about the current and former states.
4)
Bitemporal relations include transaction-time and valid-time, therefore they summarize the benefits of both time concepts. Every transaction causes a new valid-time relation to be created. A bitemporal relation is a sequence (or a transaction-time relation) of valid-time relations.
Temporal data models based on different time concepts have been proposed, e.g., [2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . According to [9] simulation is one domain of application for temporal databases. A temporal relational data model is discussed in which objects are totally ordered in time. The ordered sequence of objects in time is called time sequence collection (TSC). Several tabular representations of temporal data are distinguished. For time interval representation and time point representation a temporal normal form (1TNF) is proposed, which will be regarded later in this paper (see Section 6) . The selection of a temporal data model depends on the requirements of a specific application and on the type of the available database management system. In simulation databases the possibility to correct former and current system states is not needed since the sequence of system states is automatically generated by the simulator. Time stamps in simulation databases do not necessarily require absolute date and time values. It is sufficient to use state ("version") numbers because we are usually only interested in the relative ordering of states. Hence a simulation database contains a sequence of database states, each state being indexed by a unique number.
Storage concepts for temporal databases
In [14] concepts are investigated for storing temporal data in an effective way. The current tuples of a relation are stored in a single table. Each tuple has a pointer to the corresponding historical tuples. All historic information belonging to one tuple is chained in reverse time order. So current data is accessed first and the historic data can be found in the backward chain depending on the transaction time of the respective tuples. The older the tuple the more time is needed to search for it. [15] proposes a storage-friendly concept to handle temporal data. Only one version of an object that is usually updated several times during its lifetime is stored completely (reference object version). The other object versions are represented by so called delta versions. A delta version of an object describes the differences between an object version that is not stored completely in the database and the reference object version. The concept proposed in [14] is suitable for temporal databases in which the present data is more relevant than former system states. In a simulation database all system states that are reached during simulation usually have the same relevance. There is no need to distinguish between the storage of current and historic tuples. The concepts in [15] however are suitable for efficient disk storage management of simulation databases.
Graphical query languages
Several papers propose graphical query languages for "conventional" relational databases. Some of them like [16, 17] are based on the entity relationship (ER) approach. Queries are based on the ER scheme of the database, e.g. in [17] the query path is marked with different colours in the ER scheme. [18, 19, 20, 21, 22] are based on object oriented data models.
To our knowledge, there does not exist any graphical database language that handles aspects of time. Nevertheless we think that the concepts of graphical query representation are particularly suitable for temporal databases because queries concerning different system states can be ordered time axis related. In our approach query formulation is based on the graphical language constructs which are also used in high level Petri nets (predicate/transition nets). For example entity types (relation schemes) are represented as circles, certain relationships are represented by inscribed arcs. However, the described graphical query language can not only be used for simulation databases containing Petri net simulation runs. It may be used as an interface for an arbitrary (relational) simulation database as described in the following section.
Simulation databases
Simulation databases allow to store simulation runs which are sequences of simulation states generated by a discrete simulator. A simulation database is a special temporal database with a time stamp added to each simulation state. Time stamps denote the position of simulation states in the simulation run. Note that aspects of logical database design are beyond the scope of this paper. It is not relevant whether the simulation run is stored in an unnormalized relational database, where single tuples may contain complete simulation states, or conventional relational databases, where the same time stamp must be attached to every tuple belonging to a certain state. We consider simulation databases at a more conceptual level, where a time stamp is added to every simulation state. We begin the presentation of the conceptual framework for simulation databases with some definitions from the area of conventional relational databases. A database scheme is a set of relation schemes.
A database DB is a database scheme DBS = {R 1 ,...,R m }, m≥1 together with exactly one relation r i to every relation scheme R i in DBS. The set {r 1 For storing a single state of the philosophers system the following relation schemes may be defined: EATING_PHILOSOPHER = 〈{Philosopher, Hungry, Right_Fork, Left_ Fork}, {1,...,5} ≈ {y,n} ≈ {1,...,5} ≈ {1,...,5}〉, THINKING_PHILOSOPHER = 〈{Philosopher, Hungry}, {1,...,5} ≈ {y,n}〉, AVAILABLE_FORK = 〈{Fork}, {1,...,5}〉.
Example relations r 1 , r 2 and r 3 to the given relation schemes are given in A database scheme may be given as follows: DBSl = {EATING_PHILOSOPHER, THINKING_PHILOSOPHER, AVAILABLE_FORK}. DB = 〈DBSl, {r l , r 2 , r 3 }〉 is a corresponding database. The three given relations r l , r 2 and r 3 together define one single database state. This database state may represent a possible system state of a simulation model.
∫
A simulation run is a state sequence of the modeled system in which the states are arranged in chronological order. The database scheme in Example 3.1 does not allow to store more than one system state. In terms of temporal databases (see Section 2) this is a snapshot database. Now we therefore define a simulation database which allows to store several states ("versions") of a database. A complete simulation run is stored in several states but in one single simulation database. A relative temporal distance is defined between two states in a simulation run which denotes the number of state transitions between the two states. A database state in DBZ, which has no predecessor (successor) with respect to < is called FIRST(DBZ) (LAST(DBZ)).
A pair 〈DBZ 1 , < 1 〉 is called subsequence of 〈DBZ, <〉 if the following holds:
In a sequence (or subsequence) 〈DBZ, <〉 the relative temporal distance TD(Z 1 ,Z 2 ) between two states Z 1 and Z 2 is defined as follows 1 :
S denotes the cardinality, i.e. the number of elements, of the set S. 
Graphical query language for simulation runs
In Section 3 we described concepts to represent simulation runs in a relational simulation database. After storing simulation runs in a simulation database, it is possible to formulate queries in a relational database language. For unexperienced users this can be very difficult if only a textual language is available. Especially queries concerning long sequences of system states or different system states which are not connected by a join condition can be complicated and cumbersome. An example of such a query is: Find a state sequence where first the temperature exceeds a certain value and three system states later the pressure falls below a certain value.
To provide the user with additional and easier access to simulation data we now introduce a graphical query language with a temporal dimension. Graphical queries can be used to check a simulation run for certain behaviour patterns. Simulation runs can be investigated with respect to certain static and dynamic system aspects. Static aspects only concern single system states.
The user can ask if certain situations were reached during the simulation. Dynamic aspects concern system state sequences. Graphical queries investigating dynamic aspects are formulated by describing the start and goal state and possibly some intermediate system states.
For the graphical representation we use the following symbols: a circle represents a relation scheme and a square a so-called checkpoint that investigates a system state (sequence). Each checkpoint represents a complex condition to select certain system states in a simulation run. Circles and squares are connected by arcs to express that in a certain system state (specified by the checkpoint) in the given relation certain tuple(s) must (not) exist. Those arcs are inscribed by sets of variable tuples, each tuple having the same arity as the adjacent relation scheme. A single checkpoint is matched by a certain system state if certain tuples in the respective input relations of a checkpoint exist and certain tuples do not exist in the respective output relations and if additionally the checkpoint´s inscription is fulfilled for the selected tuples. Furthermore checkpoints can be connected by arcs to express sequence relationships. In the graphical representation arcs between checkpoints are dotted.
In this section we will first present some example queries to give an overview about the expressiveness of the described concepts. Afterwards a formal definition of the query language´s syntax and semantics is given. In a system state matching the given query philosopher 5 must be in the relation of type EATING_PHILOSOPHER. This requirement is modeled by an arc being directed from the circle representing EATING_PHILOSOPHER to the checkpoint cp1 and by the checkpoint inscription "P=5". Additionally fork 1 must be in the relation of type AVAILABLE_FORK due to the checkpoint`s inscription "F=1". The modeled situation should not occur in any simulation run because an eating philosopher uses his left and right fork. According to In this query it is required that a certain tuple is not in a relation. The negation is expressed by an arc being directed from checkpoint cp2 to the relation of type AVAILABLE_FORK which means that the specified fork 3 must not be in the relation of the given type. If this query is matched by a system state in a simulation run the simulation model again is not correct because only philosophers 3 and 4 are allowed to use fork 3, but in the given situation both are thinking. Therefore fork 3 should be available. Two system states must match two succeeding checkpoints. In the first system state two different eating philosophers P1, P2 (P1 ≠ P2) must exist. In the next system state the same philosophers P1 and P2 must be thinking. The relative temporal distance between the two system states is specified by an arc being directed from cp3 to cp4. The arc inscription (1,1) means that the relative temporal distance between the system state matching cp4 and the system state matching cp3 must exactly be 1. To fulfill this requirement the two thinking philosophers must stop eating simultaneously. In general an inscription (min,max) of an arc between two checkpoints cpx and cpy denotes the minimum / maximum relative temporal distance between the state matching cpx and the state matching cpy. Note that variables are globally defined for a given query. Different occurrences of the same variable in a given query are to be instantiated by the same value. In the query given in Figure  4 .3 every occurrence of variable P1, e.g., is to be instantiated by the same philosopher value. Figure 4 .5 a query with three different checkpoints is given: in a state that matches cp6 one thinking philosopher (P1) must be hungry and another one (P2) must not be hungry. In the state sequence matching cp7 both must be hungry, and in the state matching cp8 the philosopher which was the second to get hungry (P2) is eating while P1 is still hungry and thinking. This query has the following meaning: Note that the inscription "H1=y" in cp7 and cp8 can also be omitted without changing the query´s meaning since H1 must already be instantiated to "y" due to the inscription of cp6. The graphical representation of this query is given in Figure 4 .6. Checkpoint cp11 is inscribed by the expression "CT(T1,T2) > 4h". CT(T1,T2) is a function which computes the clock-based temporal distance between two points of time T1 and T2. ">" denotes a temporal comparison operator for clock-based temporal distances here and "h" is used as an abbreviation for hour(s).
The clock-based temporal distance between the clock times assigned to the database states matching cp9 and cp11 must be at least 4 hours. Time point T2 belonging to checkpoint cp11 must be at least 4 hours later than time point T1 belonging to checkpoint cp9. The intention of Examples 4.1 to 4.7 is to give the reader an impression of the simplicity and expressive power of the suggested graphical query language for simulation runs. In the following we present the formal definition of the query language and its semantics.
We will start with a definition of the terms logical expression, variable assignment and truth value. These terms are necessary for the definition and interpretation of checkpoint inscriptions.
A checkpoint inscription is a logical expression which is either true (i.e. truth value is 1) or false (i.e. truth value is 0) for a given system state.
Definition 4.1: logical expression, variable assignment, truth value
Let a quadruple ψ = 〈dom,P,R,V〉 be given, where dom is a set of constants, V = {v 1 ,...,v n } a set of variables, P = {P 1 ,...,P m } a set of predicates (scheme names), R = {p 1 ,...,p m } a set of constant relations such that for each predicate P i in P there exists exactly one relation p i in R 2 .
(I) LE ψ , the set of logical expressions, is the smallest set, such that the following holds: (i) true ™ LE ψ .
(ii) If P i is a k-ary predicate in P and u 1 , ..., u k are variables in V or constants in dom, then 1-TV ß,R (a), e = ¬a ∫ >(P,5) å <(Q,10), e.g., is a logical expression. This expression is true, i.e. its truth value equals 1, if 7 is assigned to P and 8 to Q. In the graphical representation we use infix notation for predicates, i.e. we write P>5 å Q<10 instead of >(P,5) å <(Q,10) (compare Figure 4.1) .
A query to a simulation database consists of so-called checkpoints. Elements of DBS´ are graphically represented as circles, elements of CP as squares. FS is represented as a set of directed arcs between circles and squares. We denote as •cp the set of all R ™ DBS´, such that 〈R,cp〉 ™ FS and as cp• the set of all R ™ DBS´, such that 〈cp,R〉 ™ FS. FC is pictured as a set of dotted directed arcs between squares.
(ii) QI = 〈ψ,KBI,CPI,FD,CD〉 is the query inscription and (ii1) ψ = 〈dom,P,R,V〉 where dom is a set of constants, P a set of predicates, R is a set of constant relations and V a set of variables (ii2) KBI: FS µ ℘(T V ) assigns to each element in FS a set of terms. T V , the set of terms for a set of variables V, is defined as follows:
A term assigned to an ingoing or outgoing arc of a relation scheme dbs must have the same arity as dbs. (ii3) CPI: CP µ LEψ assigns to each checkpoint a logical expression.
(ii4) FD: FC µ N ≈ (N ∪ {∞}), assigns to each arc fc between two checkpoints a minimum / maximum integer value 3 〈X 1 ,X 2 〉 such that X 1 ≤ X 2 . X 1 is denoted as FD min (fc) and X 2 as FD max (fc). (ii5) CD: CP µ N ≈ (N ∪ {∞}), assigns to each checkpoint cp a minimum / maximum integer value 〈X 1 ,X 2 〉 such that X 1 ≤ X 2 . X 1 is denoted as CD min (cp) and X 2 as CD max (cp).
∫
To simplify the graphical representation of a query, circles denoting the same relation scheme may occur several times in a query. In Figure 4 .5., e.g., THINKING_PHILOSOPHER occurs three times. Note that for each integer value x ™ N holds: x ≤ ∞.
In the query in Figure 4 .9 DBS´ (compare Definition 4.2) only consists of THIN-KING_PHILOSOPHER. CP consists of cp19 and cp20. The elements of FS are the two arcs being directed from THINKING_PHILOSOPHER to cp19 and cp20. The dotted arc which is directed from cp19 to cp20 is the only element of FC. KBI assigns the set of terms {<P1,H1>, <P2,H1>} to the arc being directed from THIN-KING_PHILOSOPHER to cp19 and the set of terms {<P1,H2>, <P2, H2>} to the arc being directed from THINKING_PHILOSOPHER to cp20. CPI assigns to cp19 the logical expression "H1 = n" and to cp20 the expression "H2 = y". FD assigns (1, 1) to the arc between cp19 and cp20, CD assigns (1,1) to cp19 and cp20. Checkpoint cp19 is matched by a database state if there are two tuples in the relation of type THINKING_PHILOSOPHER with each tuple having the value "n" for the attribute Hungry. Checkpoint cp20 is matched by a database state if there are two tuples in the relation of type THINKING_PHILOSOPHER with the value "y" for the attribute Hungry . A simulation database DBS matches the complete given query if cp19 and cp20 are matched by system states S i and S j and the relative temporal distance between S i and S j is exactly 1, i.e. there is no intermediate state. 
(iv) The answer set A of the query Q for a simulation database SDB = 〈DBS,DBZ,<〉 consists of • an empty set if the query is not matched by any subsequence of 〈DBZ,<〉, • all subsequences 〈DBZ 1 ,< 1 〉 ™ DBZ sub where 〈DBZ 1 ,< 1 〉 matches Q otherwise.
∫ Example 4.9 (continued): answer set of a query Let the query in Example 4.9 be given and as underlying simulation database the set of relations given in Figure 3 .3. The answer set to the query consists of the database sequence given in Figure 4 .10. In state S 2 philosophers P1 and P3 are both thinking without being hungry. In state S 3 both philosophers are hungry. Hence S 2 matches cp19 and S 3 matches cp20. The relative temporal distance between both states is 1 because there is no intermediate state. 
Petri net simulation runs
Petri nets are a widely used graphical specification and simulation language for discrete system behaviour, e.g. in the areas of software engineering, information system design and office automation. Several tools for analysis and simulation of Petri net models exist [23, 24] . Simulation with Petri nets means: starting with an initial marking of the net (an initial system state) one or more enabled transition(s) are selected to occur ("fire"). Transition occurrences lead to new markings, for which again transitions may be enabled and may occur. Each transition occurrence represents the occurrence of a single system activity, each marking represents a single system state. Petri net simulation of large system models is mostly done automatically, i.e. controlled by the simulator, according to a certain strategy. Such strategies are e.g.:
• fire for each reached marking a maximum subset of enabled transitions.
• introduce a fixed ordering of the transitions and fire in each marking only the first n enabled transitions according to this ordering, such that there is no conflict between these transitions.
• randomly select enabled transitions to fire. In automatic simulation lots of transitions may be fired and hence it is necessary to store a large number of markings, each of them possibly consisting of very much tuples.
In this section we want to give an example of an application of the before described concepts in the area of Petri net simulation. For modeling and simulation of the philosophers problem we use predicate/transition nets which are high-level Petri nets [4] : In predicate/transition nets the (predicate) places represent relation schemes in first normal form with atomic attributes. The marking of a net represents a global system state. It assigns to each place a relation of the respective type. A transition represents a class of operations on the relations in the adjacent places. A transition is enabled for a given marking, if certain tuples are available in the input relations and certain tuples do not exist in the output relations. A transition occurrence means to remove the respective tuples from its input places and to insert the respective tuples into its output places according to the given arc inscriptions. Additionally a logical expression may be assigned to a transition to specify certain requirements concerning the tuples to remove and insert.
Example 5.1
The philosophers system can be modeled by the predicate/transition net given in Figure 5 .1. Figure 5 .1 also shows the initial marking (one relation for each of the places) of the net. Beginning with this initial marking, a simulation run can be generated by repeatedly firing enabled transitions. We use three relation schemes for storing markings of the given predicate/transition net in a simulation database. The relation schemes correspond to the schemes of the respective places in the net. Every reached net marking is stored as a single state in the simulation database. Every marking is time-stamped with an identifying number which represents the chronological order of the markings in the simulation run. Obviously it is not possible to completely prove the correctness of a system model by simulation. As a result of simulation the user can only conclude, that in the given simulation run the model either worked correctly or did not work correctly. With an increasing number of validated simulation runs the probability to find mistakes in the system model increases. Therefore the probability of having designed a correct system model increases with the number and the size of validated simulation runs, if no mistake is found during the evaluation phase.
Implementation
A simulation tool for predicate/transition nets has been implemented in Prolog [25, 26, 27, 28] . The net and its current marking are represented as Prolog rules and facts and are stored in the internal Prolog database. A database interface is available between the Prolog simulator tool and a relational database management system. In the relational database every predicate place of the net is represented as a relation scheme and every tuple in a place is represented as a tuple of a relation. While executing the net with the Prolog simulator, every reached marking of the net is stored in the relational database. Most commercial (relational) database systems are snapshot databases. The occurrence of a transaction changes the old database state and creates a new one, while the old one is lost. Therefore for our application the concepts of snapshot databases have to be extended such that every database state reached during simulation can be reconstructed afterwards. A possible approach would be to store every database state completely. But in large simulation runs this would lead to immense memory demands. We therefore use time interval stamps for tuples. We prefer interval stamps to time point stamps because in the former concept only one tuple is needed to see the valid time interval. Attribute time stamping requires unnormalized relations which allow set-valued attributes. This concept is not supported by the database management system which we use for implementation. Hence we have chosen tuple time stamping with state number intervals. Two new attributes called start time T s and end time T e are added to every relation scheme. With these attributes the validity time of tuples is documented in terms of state numbers. The attribute T s describes the number of the state in which the given tuple is created and the attribute T e describes the number of the state in which the tuple is deleted or updated. For a tuple that is still valid in the current system state the attribute T e has the value maxint which is the maximum number value supported by the database system.
Example 6.1
Let the following relation scheme be given: EATING_PHILOSOPHER = ({Philosopher, Hungry, Right_Fork, Left_Fork, T s , T e }, {1,...,5} ≈ {y,n} ≈ {1,...,5} ≈ {1,...,5} ≈ integer ≈ integer).
In the corresponding relation r p in Figure 6 .2 the attribute Philosopher, which is the time independent key (TIK) of the relation scheme, is not unique because philosopher 2 may be eating in states S 1 to S 3 and again in state S 4 to the present state. Note that the third tuple in Figure 6 .2 is at the moment still valid because the value of attribute T e is maxint. A unique key for this relation scheme consists of the attribute combination Philosopher and T s . This approach can be generalized as follows: coming from a traditional relational database (snapshot database) to a simulation database, primary keys of the relation schemes must be extended e.g. by the attribute T s.
To avoid certain anomalies we have to investigate normal forms for temporal data. The wellknown concepts of normal forms for (non temporal) relations must be extended for the temporal data model. In [9] the temporal normal 1TNF is proposed. For our implementation 1TNF is a minimal condition for temporal relations because it is analogous to 1NF in non temporal databases. 1TNF means that for a given instance of TIK and time stamps each attribute has only one single value. In other words, in a given system state for each time independent key exactly one tuple exists.
In predicate/transition nets duplicates of the same tuple in one place are not allowed (i.e. the marking of a place is a relation). Additionally the state number is increased by the simulator when a transition occurs. Furthermore the user is not allowed to change former system states (see definition of transaction time relations, chapter 2.1.1). Consequently it is not possible that in one time slice two or more tuples exist having the same TIK value. Hence 1TNF is fulfilled. A further discussion of this topic is beyond the scope of this paper. The interested reader is refered to [8, 9] .
Summary and outlook
A conceptual framework for the storage and retrieval of simulation data in a relational database was presented. Complex queries concerning simulation runs can be formulated by using only few graphical symbols. Especially queries searching for certain sequences of system states were explored. Although those queries can become very complicated in textual query languages, they remain quite easy to express and to understand in the graphical representation.
As an example application we considered simulation with predicate/transition nets. The described concepts are currently integrated into INCOME/STAR [28, 29, 30] which is an environment for the development and maintenance of large distributed information and control systems. INCOME/STAR supports the specification of structural system aspects (with semantic data modelling concepts) as well as the specification of behaviour related aspects with high level Petri nets. In this environment simulation is used to validate and stepwisely extend the system behaviour model [27] . For small simulation runs the dynamic behaviour of the system can be presented graphically. The evaluation of more complex simulation databases is supported by the graphical query facility proposed in this paper. The proposed language still has certain deficiencies concerning the expressive power. This is due to the fact that we do currently not allow set-valued variables as inscriptions of arcs between checkpoints and relation schemes. We can only refer to a fixed number of tuples in a checkpoint inscription, e.g. if we use predefined functions as AVG, SUM, MIN, MAX. A future extension of the language will tackle this problem. Furthermore we will consider the manipulation of answer sets to graphical queries in future work. If a query does not match a simulation run, the answer set will be empty. It is not obvious what kind of answer is suitable for a query matching the simulation run once or even more than once? For some applications it may be sufficient to know that a part of a simulation run matches the query. In other applications it may be necessary to know when a certain condition becomes true, how often and what happened just before or afterwards. Certain tuples, relations or even complete system states might be interesting. We are currently developing a concept for the manipulation of answer sets to a given query, i.e. for tailoring answer sets of a query to the user needs.
